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Cosmic Sai Baba Transcripts for 2010

At the inspiration of the Cosmic Sai Baba, we make all the transmissions for 2010 available for
download, your reading and printing. The Cosmic Sai Baba has asked that readers be mindful
that the transmissions are given through a channel (the medium Valerie Barrow), and placed on
the Internet for your spiritual progress. Thus, we offer the full year 2010 transmissions as an
E-book for spiritual benefits; to print and to share around.
With Love from Cosmic Sai Baba

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 5 January 2010
at Bundanoon
"I am here, and I am very pleased to be here - and to know that I am welcomed. I thank
everybody for making the effort to be here today ... for this is the beginning of a new time ... this
is a beginning of a new decade ... there are still changes taking place upon the earth.
Once your solar system comes into alignment with the galactic sun ... things will be - quieter.
Your weather patterns will be much quieter ... not so wild as they are now. The energy within
Mother Earth ... will have settled ... the energy within people upon the Earth ... will have settled.
The energy within all other living things upon this Earth ... will have settled ... they will be united
... they will be positive in their thinking, feeling and expression. This applies to all ... the library
that exists upon the Earth.
The Library of Life, the Library of Form ... and it can be innate. I would like everybody to be calm
and to settle. The energy in this room is a little erratic, shall I say, but once this is calmed, it will
be easier for me to reach out to all of you.
So I would like you to join me in 3 Oms and the sound. It is the sound and the vibration that
comes from the beginning of the Creative Source of All.
Will you do this for me?
(Three Oms were sounded and the energy coming through the medium was a very long sound of
each Om ... those present said it definitely was not the medium's voice. A sound track is given
below)
Please take three deep breaths ... and you will feel a sense of calm come over you. I am assisting
you with this.
The breath that you breathe is of God. It is God. It is from the Creative Source that gives life to
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you.
The breath exists in many things ... in not quite the same way that it does for the Earth Body ...
but it does exist in a form of breathing. The sound and the vibration is a breath that comes in
and out ... like the ocean waves that lap onto your shores. That is Mother Earth showing you how
she breathes.
The wind, breathes. Sometimes it gets anxious and volatile ... the same as you do at times. This
is not a judgement ... it is an opportunity to rid the self of, shall we say, a volatile emotion.
There is a breathing that exists even in inanimate objects ... for nothing stands still.
There is a growing that takes place all the time ... and the shedding of the unwanted.
The energy representing Shiva, or the Destroyer, is an aspect of God's breath ... and that helps to
take away the unwanted.
I hope I am explaining myself. For the Destroyer is not something to be afraid of, but rather it is
a necessity in all life.
There is a coming and a going ... and that is represented in many ways. You could think of it as a
flower and a seed that bursts forth through the earth and breathes into life in all it's beauty. The
same is with all Flora and Fauna upon this Earth.
It is the same with human ... mankind ... it begins as a seed, and breathes and bursts forth into
the earth dimension and flowers in all it's beauty. For you are all beautiful beings ... My dear
ones, the Earth Beings come from God. Everyone upon this Earth is a God Being.
If something holds you back, and causes a destruction in your growth, you have been given the
ability to take control of your own growth ... your own consciousness within your mind. So it is
important that you remember to be positive in everything that you think ... in everything that
you say ... in everything in your heart that is given and taken. For that , also is like a breath, that
comes and goes ... you give and you receive.
Do this with the Source of the Creator which is Love ... Universal Love, that exists for All that
has been created by God. It is all interactive, like food and water and breath ... and the earth that
it all happens, that holds it, that magnetizes it here on your planet.
You are part of a much larger Solar System ... Galaxy ... and Universe ... and from there, there
are many other Universes in different frequencies that operate. They are all interconnected ...
they have been created by God from the the Creator of All, The Creative Source of All.
I would like you to ponder about this and realize the significance of it ... so that you can breathe
... and give and receive the love that is there always ... it is Absolute.
Thank you My Children, Thank you.
I God Bless you, my children

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 2 February 2010
at Bomaderry
"I am the Cosmic Sai Baba and it gives me pleasure for being here to talk with you. There have
been many changes upon this Earth ... in the weather patterns and I will include
earthquakes as a weather pattern. For it is causing changes and disruptions within the
Earth herself ... this will continue upon this Earth for a while - until the new ... shall I
say ... train of Light is aligned with the Higher Aspects of the Cosmic Worlds.
This Light is streaming onto the Earth Planet ... it is lifting unwanted energies that are
infiltrating the Earth Planet and also within the Earth's people and the living things upon the
Earth herself.
This is a little bit of a trial for all beings who exist on your Earth Planet. The Solar sun is also
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changing ... there is much activity beginning now ... and will continue for some time. This is
actually what is being passed on through the Solar sun to your earth.
It will settle. If you can imagine a mill pond with still waters ... it will move into this from the
raging torrents that are happening now.
The World of the Hierarchy is observing and overseeing what is taking place on your Earth. It is
a necessary transition that your Solar System needs to pass through. But we of the Hierarchy are
helping to lessen the force of the changes that are happening ... to protect you ... so that it will
not be as 'rough' as it could have been.
Had the people's upon the Earth not begun to change their thinking and willingness to connect
to each other and operate as ONE ... for when they operate as ONE ... God is present. God is
within ALL, but lays dormant in many. With that energy of God coming forth in all the
peoples ... and of them being very aware and understanding of God the Creator ... it is helping
to lessen the dangerous 'roughness' of this energy that is being caused by this energy that is
bringing the change.
There is no need to fear. I would encourage everybody to pray ... to call upon the God Force that
is within them ... and pray to the God Creator the Source of All ... to help to lessen the Trial
and Tribulations that the Earth is going through at this moment.
I would like you to focus on the Earth herself. For it is she who is giving birth to the new energy.
This will help to lift everything into the New World, the New Golden Age which is of a 5th
dimensional frequency.
From that 5th dimensional frequency people will just "know", without any conflict within
them ... they will know how to respect one another; ... ... how to give to each other and share
with one another ... how to connect with each other and respect each other's differences and
find answers to any conflict that may arise.
The word "war" does not exist in the 5th dimensional understanding.
People will be wise; ... ... that energy will be inter-related to each other ... ... interspersed with
each other. For God the Creator is of Universal Love. Fear does not exist.
So if I may say, "Just hang on to your hats for a little while" and all will ascend to a mill
pond of calm, peace and love.
Do not forget the love that has been given to you to allow you to live on this Earth and share it
with each other.
I thank you my Children, for allowing me to come.
God bless you ...
God bless you ...
I, God Bless you, my children

Addendum
On February 7th a clarification was given subsequent to the reading at
Bomaderry and to summarise the material given. Cosmic Sai Baba speaks about
the "Rough" weather patterns and comments on when they are to end.
"We have mentioned 2012 My Dear - towards the end of it. However changes are
taking place now and will continue after that. It is as 'seasons' take place on
earth, from time to time. There is a change within the weather. So too it exists in
cyclic ways within the Cosmos. Your whole Solar system goes through, shall I
say, a season. But the time dividing these different seasons, are much longer
than what you have upon this earth. So you can advise your friends this, My
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Dear."
(Whilst Cosmic Sai Baba was speaking, in my inner-scene I was seeing small
cycles within large cycles - like a stone being thrown into a huge holographic
lake.)

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 2 March 2010
at Bomaderry
I am the Cosmic Sai Baba and I have been waiting for sometime to speak to you. However, I am
very glad that you are welcoming me. It gives me great pleasure to be here.
The earthquake weather patterns on Earth have 'heated up' or shall I say, have become more
prevalent ... ... there will be more ... ... but do not be afraid ... it is changes that are taking
place within the Earth and in so doing the energy is also infiltrating every living being upon this
earth—and that includes the human race.
The human race will also experience minor earthquakes within themselves. It will bring change,
it will bring change within each individual being. So if there are 'out there' many people who are,
troubled, concerned, worried—give them your time, if you will—for you do have the
understanding of what is taking place – but not everybody does and there is a need to share that
understanding.
You do not have to speak in a frightening way ... just a reassuring way. The changes that are
happening upon this earth, have occurred many thousands, millions of years ago upon this earth
and the earth herself will move on ... and so will all the people who are upon it.
It will be for the better. People will be wiser ... they will know and understand about the energy of
God who is within each of them. They will know, there is no reason to fight wars or to get angry,
but rather respect everybody's opinion. If there is conflict and disagreement, they will find ways
to "disrobe" that conflict or just to accept ... and each go their own way without resentment or
anger. It can be achieved ... ... it has already been achieved in many races within the Cosmos.
And some of these races have influenced you and so this is where you are leading to ...
Times are difficult, so Prayer is very important ... I know I am repeating myself, but I want to
encourage all to focus on the Source of all Creation ... you can call it God ... you can call it a Force
... you can call it Love ... whatever you call it ... focus upon it and realise and know that it is your
true Mother Father God that is working through you and is very ready to assist others that come
into your—shall we say—your environment.
The Earth is not standing still ... the Earth is moving in a cycle ... which is actually much faster
than you realise. In fact, if the Earth was to slow down, you would all fly off it. Science will
reassure you that is so. With this revolving pattern, the Earth moves into cycles that have
similarities to cycles that have gone before. It is also moving into cycles that are what ... shall we
say ... is your future ... but this has already happened. There are those upon this Earth that have
come from ... say ... your Future as it is now in your time. To help you ... to help lift the
consciousness ... many Light Workers are from this place.
Do not be afraid, because of what I have said ... means ... many things have already happened
and there is still Life. Life must go on ... there is change in form of course for some and not for
others. The Life Force that is within you continues ... it continues in the physical body that you
are now ... and it continues after you leave your physical body.
There is much to experience in a Soul Form, for that is who you really are. The Soul can take
form or it can be Light, either way it holds a record of what has gone before and what is coming.
Changes can take place within those cycles that are within your Soul. So it is up to you to make
the choices; choices for good, choices that will benefit all ... choices that are kind and generous
and giving ... you do not have to worry, for the Guidance is within you and all you need to do is
to listen.
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It comes with a Feeling ... it comes with a Feeling of Love ... and if you do not have that feeling I
would suggest that you look again into the guidance that you are listening to.
There is a slight urgency, because the changes upon this Earth are happening quickly ... and so
the choices must be made clearly and with some force within the self so that you have that
energy behind you to carry out the new thinking that is coming into to you.
I hope I am making myself understood ... It is energy, My Children, it is energy from God the
Source of the Creation of All ... ... all you need to do is to live like a chain to that energy…and the
links will be forged between all of you.
Thank you, my Children. Thank you.
I, God, Bless you

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 6 April 2010
at Bundanoon
It gives me pleasure to come and to speak with you.
Valerie has been prompted to speak about the Soul Consciousness … which is within all of you ...
it has a story ... if you are female, you could call it 'herstory' ... ... if you are male, you could call it
'his-story' ... it is history ... it has much that could help you to understand about yourself ... for
you are a multi-dimensional person, or being. You have lived many lives before, both here on
Earth and in other worlds in the Cosmos.
It would help you to investigate this - for it would help you also to understand what is prompting
you and pushing you at times ... ... ... And certainly issues that you are confronted with and find
difficult to deal with, you would find that helpful to know from another level of consciousness
within your Soul, as to the reason these issues are appearing in your life at this time.
Your life is in cycles, the same as the Sun within solar systems within the Galaxy ... ... and within
the Universe. Issues repeat in your life in this Earth body that you are in now and even though it
may be affecting you in this life now ... .... that comes from another time ... ... long before you
came here. It is an opportunity to resolve those issues that still ... shall we say ... niggle at you.
Sometimes very painfully. So it is not a joke. There is a need for compassion in all things ... and
understanding, and the more you learn about yourself, the more you will understand others.
This is the secret.
For nobody is perfect, there are many who have strayed ... in fact all have strayed ... that is why
you are here ... to find your way back to the Source ... ... to the Source of All Creation ... which is
Love.
You do not have to experience it by seeing, it is a feeling ... it is a feeling of who you are, and
what you are in everything.
You are a Being of Light ... of Spirit ... you are a child of God. Some have lost the way, and others
are more lost than others. That is why when you come into the physical body that you are in now
... ... ... you have made an agreement to help others ... and that is why it is a strong feeling within
you ... ... you are all here to help each other ... ... and the goal is to raise the consciousness upon
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this Earth. For there are many Souls that have come that have never really experienced the
warmth and the feeling of Love and Compassion.
So there maybe people that you know and find hard to ... shall I say ... relate to, but if you listen
to my words and will not make a judgement ... you will assist and help. You do not have to take
on their pain, or their suffering or confusion. All you need to do is to listen to them ... if they
wish to speak, and if they do not, then send them thoughts of Love and Prayers asking God
to assist them.
For the Light Beings who work through you from other worlds, from the World of Light do not
come in to make changes upon this Earth unless they are invited; it is a Protocol that exists
within the World of Light and the Hierarchy. It is important for you to understand and know
this, and to be ready and aware to ask for assistance ... ... for at all times we are ready to assist,
we are never too busy ... ... I hope you will remember this ... ... For we are glad and only too
happy to assist when we are asked.
This is the message that the Being that you know of as Jesus, has said, "All you have to do is
ask."
He carried the Lamp of Light ... and you, everyone in this room, and everyone on this Earth do
carry a Lamp of Light. Sometimes the shadow, hides it, and that is the shadow within you ... ....
... within each person that has difficulty in allowing this Light to shine.
See this as your goal. See this as the way to help people, for it is an energy, you do not have to say
anything ... you do not have to think anything ... you just be.
Be a Lamp of Light.
Thank you my Children, thank you for allowing me to come ... ... and to be with you.
I, God, Bless you

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 11 May 2010
at Harmony Foundation, Bundanoon, NSW
"It is I, Cosmic Sai Baba, and I have been sitting here waiting to make my entrance ... ... for I
know I am welcomed.
There are many changes happening upon this earth at this time ... ... changes that are causing
concern amongst the earth people. It is an edict that the changes do take place upon this earth.
I have said before, the earth ... the solar system along with the Galaxy, is moving - nothing
stands still.
There is a moving into alignment with a core of suns which go back to the source of all creation
... it is a cycle that your solar system is experiencing. It was always meant to happen. Do not be
afraid. For my body as Sai Baba, is here to help to lessen the problems and the energy to be
lessened that cause much earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.
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These things will happen and weather patterns will change also ... ... but with my presence here
upon this earth ... ... it is helping to lessen the severity of it ... ... for at another time the earth was
almost destroyed because of what took place before ... ... before the records that have been lost
upon the earth.
These records are gradually being brought forth - and that is for a reason. The reasons is, so that
the peoples upon this earth will begin to understand what has taken place upon this planet earth
and its evolution ... its time from its beginnings ... ... its creation itself ... ... and where it is
moving into. Many have heard the term Golden Age and it is that. The earth and her Solar
System are actually moving into a Golden Age.
It will be free of disruption and confusion ... ... anger will not exist ... ... so that there will be no
wars ... ... but this will be a little time for the energy to change and align with the Golden Age.
However, the Turning Point is coming very soon.
I would reassure you ... ... and I would hope ... ... that all upon Earth will work with God in this
alignment to take place ... ... all you need to do is to pray, pray to the Source of All Creation ... ...
and ask, that the changes that are coming now, that they be moved into a time of calm and
peace.
If everybody upon this Earth would connect to the God within ... ... the energy would change
immediately upon this Planet Earth and the Earth herself ... and the 'Turning Point' which we
are moving into will be a still pond instead of a wild rage of waves. It is up to you ... ... it is up to
everybody upon this earth to connect to God ... to the Source of All Creation - and pray that we
all move into the smooth age of Peace and Compassion.
It will flow more gently this way.
There are wars still raging and times that cause confusion ... all this can be lessened and
changed.
If you read about it in a newspaper or you see it upon you television screen ... ... I would ask that
everybody focus on Source of All Creation and ask for Peace and Harmony to come into these
people that want to rage ... ... for know that you are capable of helping to bring changes upon this
earth and know that this ... ... what I, from the World of Light and the peoples from The World of
Light are asking you to do. It is very simple ... it does not require a lot of time, but the energy
that goes with it ... as the saying goes, "Can Move Mountains".
I do not want to sit here and sound like I am preaching and I do hope you are not thinking I am
doing this ... ... far from it ... ... I am actually requesting you and all the peoples upon earth ... ...
so that we all move into the Golden Age with heart, compassion and most of all the Love of God.
I thank you My Children, I thank you for allowing me to come this day. It is a special day and
thank you.
I, God, Bless you

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 15 June 2010
at Harmony Foundation Bundanoon
"I am here, it is Cosmic Sai Baba, and it is true I have been here all this time. In fact, I would like
everybody to know, that I am always with you, I have never left anybody ...
So call upon my name ... and the energy will be felt ... ... my energy will be felt ... it will help you
... ... all of you to connect to the God within ... ... this message is going out to many, My Dears,
and I know you understand this ... ... but my message is for many ... so please make allowances.
This day is a special day for humanity upon this earth ... the number 6.6.6 is no co-incidence ...
... it is sometimes connected to in peoples minds and belief systems as some sort of evil ... or
something that works against humanity ... but it is not that at all.
It connects to human kind ... human beings ...
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The idea is to raise in consciousness to 9.9.9 ... which holds the Cosmic energy of God. As
Cosmic Sai Baba I hold this energy ... .. . That is why I am suggesting that you call upon my
name. But you can call upon God and you will be immediately connected to 9.9.9 ... which
means really, in a back to front way of 6 being turned on its head to 9.
The difference between 6 and 9 is 3. The 3 symbolizes the three aspects of God ... God
within and God beyond.
There is God that holds the energy at all times ...
There is God that creates energy at all times ... and
There is God that destroys energy at all times.
This allows things to grow ... and then to fall back, shall we say to go back into the ground and
then reform and grow again. With these two things happening God that holds all, is holding onto
the energy so that these patterns continue. These, patterns are in everything, in every
consciousness of every living thing. But in humanity it is connected to the 666 ... ... which I
would like you to see and know ... it is the Pentagram that symbolises the human on earth and
all he needs to do is to grow into the 6th dimension or the 6th point of the star of the
Dotetrahedron and it will become the Star of David ... which leads to the 9.9.9. of all of you. You
will need to think about this ... and the understanding will come to you.
The Star of David is described as a six pointed star. It is connecting to the Light Beings that
inhabited this earth at another time. All of you upon this Earth, inherit this energy ... this ... shall
we say D.N.A. from the Light Beings that existed on earth, as I have said, at another time.
They could be described as the Blue Light Beings ... they did come from Venus, but before that
they came from another place within the Universe, altogether.
They are here, even now, to help lift the consciousness upon this Earth, to bring Light into this
corner of the Galaxy, which has been lost in darkness. But through the work of these Beings,
totally dedicated to the work and to the work of God, it is lifting the energy to an ascended state.
The World is changing ... the Galaxy is changing… and your Universe is changing.
Planets will come into alignment to assist this ... and will influence people upon this Earth and
that this is happening now ... as we speak. It is up to all to connect to the God within to
understand and really help to create the changes that are taking place upon the Earth ... for every
living being upon this Earth and for Earth, the Mother herself.
So I hope that you will continue to pray ... to assist this change to take place.
God bless you, my children, God Bless you.
I God, bless you and thank you."

Addendum (by Valerie)
The day is 6; the month is 6; and if you add the day, month and year together it
comes to 15 = 6. Therefore 6.6.6
We were still being influenced by Cosmic Sai Baba along with His energy on this
day as the conversation moved on to discussion of why there were only four
people present. We knew it was for a special reason.
When we were looking in the dictionary we discovered that the meaning of a
tetrahedron is "solid figure bounded by four plane triangles; or triangular
pyramid." (hedra in Greek means base).
So we were symbolizing the 4 at the base of a pyramid.
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We couldn't find Dotetrahedron in the dictionary and someone said it may be
two words. So that would mean two tetrahedrons - one up and one down ...
forming a holographic six pointed star. Or 4 planes of triangles making a
pyramid interlocked - forming a Merkabah.

You can read more about the merkaba on http://www.crystalinks.com
/merkaba.html
One of the ladies present was wearing a holographic pyramid in crystal - one up
and one down - forming a star - within a circle.
We were also brought to mind a picture of the Vitruvian Man (the green text is a
link you can click to view this image) forming a 5 pointed star within a circle. If
the image was raised above his head, to an unlimited consciousness, it would
form a 6 pointed star. (a 6th-sense-awareness was also brought to mind.)
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The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 13 June 2010
at Harmony Foundation Bundanoon
"It is I, Cosmic Sai Baba, and I am very pleased to be here, and to know that I am welcomed.
This day, is shall we say, a very strong influence on the peoples upon this earth. It is coming
from the Sun in your solar system, but it also links with the core of suns from the Creative
Source of All.
There are changes that are happening upon this Earth ... and everyone, I am sure, is aware of it.
It is causing upheavals all around the earth. And this is from the energy that is coming now upon
your Earth ... it is becoming stronger. It is Divine Energy of Light which will lift the
consciousness of this Earth of every living thing upon it.
It will help people to come to understand who they really are, and that is a Being of Light. It is in
their soul ... .... The knowledge is in their soul. The soul comes with a Blue Print of what they
should do in their journey upon this earth ... it also holds the connection to their commitment
that they have made before they came here.
Their life and journey upon this Earth plays out many things. Some journeys they have made in
other worlds - in the cosmic worlds - in other bodies - other forms that a very unlike the human
body ... ... but it still has a consciousness and a life and a form ... and quite often the life that they
have had in the Cosmos has been highly technical. ... ... An advanced knowledge; that is,
because, they have lived that life at another dimension in the World of Light, shall we say, being
connected with information that comes through their soul and it then filters into their physical
body.
This comes at a time when they are born - there is an egg, that begins once it is seeded to become
a human form inside the mother. It is nurtured from there ... and while it is forming at some
stage a cosmic egg is also inserted into the child, or the embryo ... ... This is what holds the
Divine Blue Print of what they are meant to be in personality upon this Earth ... but what they
also need to deal with in the physical form.
Their soul is ... as you could say, like a Cosmic Egg. The two play out a form of life that the
human is dealing with ... ... once upon the Earth. As I have said, the soul has many lives and
there is many influences ... sometimes these are dealt with very early when the child begins to
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grow ... others may come in cycles and are played out through the life and the journey of the
human body, before the soul leaves it and returns to the World of Light.
People are influenced all the time from the Creative Source. For this is like a Cosmic Egg also,
that holds the beginning of Creation ... it is God, the Mother ... Father. And it is what influences
the Soul ... this influences then through the physical body. There is a duality in the physical body
... and All are asked to work with their Energy Fields of the human body, which holds all this
different information which is infiltrated from time to time ... ... so that they can become
balanced and at one with their Soul and God Creator of All. God the Creator Mother ... Father
God has influenced their creation.
Each individual physical being is a creation of God. You are therefore all God ... but are lost a
little bit with the shadow that covers some of the information that is held within the Soul. This is
no coincidence ... it is meant to happen this way ... so that the life and journey can be led and
played out without too much confusion. Otherwise, it would take over the personality and
become very difficult to discern what is and what isn't.
Reality is discussed many times ... and it is said that in your human form it is not a reality but
rather an illusion. I would like you to think about this. Because the reality is that you are not just
a physical body…you are more than this ... you are much more than this, and this I would like
you to focus upon and to work with your energy fields to help to come to understand who you
truly are. You can follow your intuition, which is inside your heart. It is your inner-teacher ...
your guidance will come from there through a feeling ... you will know, if you ask for guidance,
you will know when the answers come ... or the direction comes.
I would like you all ... ... All to work on this aspect of yourself.
There are many people doing this, without even thinking about it ... and you will know these
people when you see them. They are good people ... they are people that just help without even
thinking about it. They are compassionate people ... they are loving people, they are God-like
people. But of course they would not accept this description readily ... ... but you will know in
your heart these beautiful people that exist upon this Earth ... and I would like you to focus on
these people and mix with them ... interact with them ... for the energy interacts and goes out
and touches many people.
This will help ring the changes upon this Earth ... for the Earth is changing very quickly at this
time. Just know that you are God ... ... know that the energy of love and compassion comes
through you ... ... directly from the Source of the Creator of All.
You are Creators, and you can ring these changes upon this Earth ... with love and compassion.
This is all that is really needed upon this Earth for the changes to take place and to move into the
New World of the Golden Age ... there is no fear ... ... no wars ... no disagreements, because
consensus is always reached to agree, or agree to disagree ... but never a weapon raised in anger.
The Golden Age is where you are moving into now ... it is a new doorway ... a new path ... in your
hearts you will all be joined as one. You are children of God and God loves you always.
Think about who and what God is to you. And you will understand that it is Universal Love ...
compassion automatically follows that.
Thank you for listening to me, this morning.
I God, bless you and thank you."
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The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 3 August 2010
at Moss Vale
"I am Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here among you, and to know that I am
welcomed.
Today I would like to speak ... I would like to speak about the problems that are upon this earth
... and how in watching your television or listening to your radio, or reading your newspapers
there seems to be one problem after another.
But I can assure you that all these things are like an energy being released to make way for the
New World. I call it the New World because it will become an uplifted consciousness on this
earth and when that happens the consciousness of all peoples upon this earth and the Earth
Mother will come from a place that will acknowledge readily the love of God the Creator.
It seems strange to equate this with problems upon the Earth but there are many energies ... if
you can see a problem as an energy regardless of what is actually entailed or detailed, it is a way
of releasing that energy that is holding you back from the new energy that is coming upon this
Earth.
The new energy, as I have said, is affecting everybody and every living thing ... ... as well as the
Earth herself.
For the Earth will respond better to the new energy than what she has been doing in these latter
years. There needs to be more understanding of how to take care of her. This will be automatic in
the raised consciousness of the Beings, including the Earthlings ... ... They will know and readily
understand how to take care of the Earth. And there will no longer be any problems.
So the reason I bring this up is because I want you not to despair at what is reported around this
Earth. For it is really a way of change taking place.
It is difficult ... .... it is like a birth ... it is hard going at best ... but once those pains are released a
new child will be born upon this Earth. And when I say 'child' I mean the birth of a consciousness
that is united amongst all.
People will speak with one another with respect. They will care for one another, they will love one
another ... they will assist one another without expecting any return. It will be easy for them ...
much easier than when surrounded by all the problems because these will eventually disappear
... or dissipate.
I hope I am making myself understood, in that there is no reason to fear ... all the changes that
are taking place are necessary for people to come to understand ... to come understand within
themselves and to work with each other to uplift the consciousness upon this Earth so that all
will smoothly flow.
And they will make decisions that will not hurt one another, or harm one another, or harm the
Earth herself. I hope I am making myself understood. We from The World of Light already
operate from this place and it is from here, in The World of Light, that will be transposed onto
the Earth into a living World of Light in an Earth Body.
I thank you my children, I thank you for allowing me to come this day.
I God, bless you and thank you."
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The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 7 September 2010
at Moss Vale
"It is I Cosmic Sai Baba, and I am very pleased to be here among you. As I have said, in my
messages before this there is much change upon this Earth and it is being illustrated and
reported in your Media.
Some of you are feeling the changes. Mother Earth is rocking and quaking; and you feel this
energy also. The sensitive people upon this Earth are experiencing this energy along with her.
But there is really no reason to do so, for if they pray for her and send love for her, they need not
take on the energy of her, shall we say, suffering. They can be free of that if they connect to the
World of Light and to the Source of All Creation. Send love to the Mother Earth herself - it will
assist her.
The consciousnesses upon this Earth is lifting - the energy upon this Earth is moving to a
frequency that will allow the changes to take place a little more easily - easier than with those
who do not understand what is happening to her. It is very important that at this time you pray
for the Mother Earth - it will truly assist her. For we from Other Worlds will also be able to assist
her - because you have called upon us - and this is what we ask you to do at all times - call upon
us to assist with your changes within yourself and for the changes that are happening within the
Mother Earth.
Each individual has a journey to make connected with these changes - and it is a very individual
journey for everyone upon this Earth - so if I can encourage you to pray for all peoples upon this
Earth - but not to try and sort out what should be - or not be - allow God from the Source to do
that.
For it is already written as to the journey each individual upon this Earth will take at this time - I
hope I am making myself understood.
This is not a time of judgement, as some may think. It is a time of change, it is a time of
transition - it is meant to happen. It is not something that humanity or the Earth herself has
brought upon themselves - it was meant to happen..
It is an alignment that is taking place within the sun, the core of suns that exist, through the
outer world and to the Source of All. This alignment will bring changes upon this Earth. But the
changes will be lessened if, all upon this Earth pray - pray for the changes to take place with
gentle activity and gentle love and caring for those that need to be cared for.
Do not take it upon yourself to decide who should be or who should not be - it is not your role.
The role of the Lightworkers that you are on this Earth is to merely pray to bring in and Earth
the Divine energy and to earth the Divine Energy of Light upon this Earth. That is all you have to
do. That is all you are asked to do before you came upon this Earth as spirit, into a physical
body.
You are Peacemakers – it has been written about – You are Lightworkers which has also been
written about. It is something that you have agreed to long before you came upon this Earth into
a physical body.
The role is simple, as I have said, all you need to do is to call upon Divine Light’" so that you may
earth it through your body and through your feet onto the ground – from there it will assist to
equalize and neutralize the energies that are changing upon this Earth now.
I have not come to preach - merely to remind you; that is all. And those who are awakened and
realize what their role is - will be the ones who we call Lightworkers.
So it gives us great joy to work with these people and great joy when they remember.
Love is always given to everybody who is upon this Earth. But there is special love given and
assistance to those who want to work with us. I hope I am making myself understood.
That is enough for today - but remember that we are always with you in spirit - know that; trust
it and be sanctified by it.
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Thank you, my children, thank you for listening.
I God, do Bless you."

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 5 October 2010
in Paris, France
"I am Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here among you. I have looked forward to
this day ... for it is not often that I am able to address you at such a distance ... but it is with
pleasure to be able to do so.
The World it would seem is in chaos ... ... in actual fact it is changing and chaos is a way for
everything to be released and be ready for change ... change into the new world that is coming ...
... it is already here and the changes are happening ... ... day by day ... ... year by year. ... ... There
is a time when the earth will come into alignment with the central sun and the core of suns and
with other planets that connect to those suns ... and I would like you to think about this ...
For there are beings that live upon these other planets. Your world of science has not come to
understand that yet ... but they will. For the technology that exists in these other worlds, in these
other planets; these other beings ... is far advanced to what exists upon your planet earth.
I am speaking this way, because I am trying to open up the minds of the Earthling to
consider ... ... that yes, other beings do exist in other worlds.
Many are struggling in other worlds ... but there are those that are from, shall we say, The World
of Light that come actually here, in their starships, or the ships of Light to help the changes take
place upon your planet. For it is changing, as I have said.
The changes are taking place as it was written, but for this time the changes will be permanent
and the earth and its planetary brothers and sisters in the solar system will move into what is
referred to as the Golden Age. It will be a time of Peace. It will take a little time for all to adjust to
this new energy.
This new energy, from the World of Light, is coming into the Planet as of now and it is
influencing people ... ... it is influencing every life form upon this Earth. It is influencing the
Earth herself. It is changing the frequency or vibrations of the atoms and the cells upon this
Earth.
And because of this change, it is releasing much of the unwanted at this time. And this is the
confusion and the chaos that exists upon the Earth now.
I am speaking from the larger picture, if you like, you could focus upon a particular issue upon
your Earth and you will see that there is confusion and chaos ... ... but I can assure you, that it is
meant to happen and in its happening it will find a balance ... ... a balance so that the energy that
exists upon the Earth will be One without the division that exists now.
There will be Universal Love, in total, upon the Earth.
I would like all to remember this, when they see confusion and chaos ... ... and work with the
World of Light in helping to earth that energy through yourselves and onto the Earth and into
the Earth. For that energy will go out and touch others and help them with their confusion and
chaos.
I have mentioned confusion and chaos on purpose for there is still a time for that to happen
before balance is ensued upon the Earth. But do not be confused by it ... ... for it lies in the
energy of Love of God ... ... and it is this energy that is coming upon this Earth now.
It has to come in small amounts, through what you would call gates - stargates from your outer
meridians that exists in your outer atmosphere ... ... and this is done so that there is not too
much of the brighter light coming onto the Earth ... ... for it could be too much change, all at
once, for some people. So we have to introduce it gradually ... ... and this is what is happening ...
... but it will move forth away from the waves of confusion into a still pond of Peace and Calm ...
... and this Universal Love ... ... please concentrate on that and be aware that that is who you
truly are ...
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So it is easy for you to change ... ... it is just a need for you to make up you mind ... ... you want
this change to prepare to become One with this Universal Love and Light as you call God.
I have not come to preach ... only to try to explain what is happening upon this Earth ... ... so do
not be afraid for it is all good ... ... Peace and Calm will soon be yours my beloved children ... I
thank you for inviting me this day and making me feel so welcome.
I God, Bless you."

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 11 November 2010
in Moss Vale, Australia
"It is Cosmic Sai Baba and I know that Valerie is not feeling very well today, so I will not stay all
that long.
I really wanted to talk about what you have been doing this morning, for I am aware of the
messages that you have put out into the atmosphere of the earth ... to bring forth a new and
happy and successful knowledge ... all the things that will change what is here to help the
energies upon the earth. Energies that influence people, energies that touch people, because
people are very easily influenced by negative energy. Energies have a form. They are
thoughtforms as I have said.
It is very easy to pick up your thoughtforms and carry them with you as an influence and this
is what is needed to make changes upon this earth ... it is up to you to decide exactly what
thoughtform you want to put out into your atmosphere.
There is a Magnetic Energy Field upon this earth and the thoughtform that you put out into
your earth's atmosphere is influenced by this magnetic force that is here. It can very easily
influence people. If it is a positive thoughtform, then it is good ... ... because it will help to ring
changes for those people who are depressed or confused, unhappy or not thinking in a clear
manner - in a positive manner.
If you understand about this it will be clear as to how you think ... your thoughtforms are what
go out and influence. There are clouds of thoughtforms that are upon this earth, that are very
negative and I would like you, in your meditation, to just put out light and divine energy to
transmute these negative clouds that exist upon your earth.
If you ask the Angels to come and to work with you ... and take your positive healing that you are
drawing from the "Source of All Creation" they will do this.
They wait.
They are waiting at all times for you to ask for their assistance. If you ask then they can come
and help to ring changes - so I would encourage all of you to call upon the Angels who have been
sent by us from the World of Light ... to assist with the changes upon this Earth and to answer
everybody's call that comes in the name of God to help ring the changes upon this Earth It is very important at this time, the changes are happening very quickly ... and the magnetic
field of energy that exists upon the Earth rule the changes. So it is very important that you think
clearly and carefully about your thoughts and what thoughtform is created from that.
I hope I am making myself understood. As I have said ... I will not stay very long this day ... ...
but if you think about what I have been saying, it will give you much food for thought...
God Bless you my children. Thank you for having me.
God Bless you. God Bless you. God Bless you."

Addendum
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The Group began our meditation mindful that the day was 11.11.2010 and that a
call had gone out on the Internet - on many websites - around the world to
"Think about how you personally would like to see the World in the Future and
to voice that in prayer or meditation."
This is what Cosmic Sai Baba was referring to about the messages we had each
individually put out into the atmosphere earlier that day.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript 7 December 2010
in Moss Vale, Australia
"I am Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here. As always I enjoy the meetings that you
ladies and gentlemen have and I am very appreciative that you have called upon me.
For today I would like to speak about The Earth. Mother Earth herself. The role she plays, of
course, is a planet within a Solar System and it is what you Earth Beings live upon.
If you say to yourself ... "Where would you be if you were not living on the planet?" what would
you be saying and what do you believe ... ... and what do you think? Some people believe that
there is no life after you have been in your physical body ... but all in this room know that is not
true.
Two-thirds of the earth people's believe in reincarnation and the continuing life journey within
your soul. When you come into an earth body you bring with you a blue-print. That blue-print
has been arranged between many people who you have known before ... in other lives and in the
star worlds. And so a play is created ... with various reasons for the play ... it gives opportunity
for roles to be played in character.
These characters ... shall we say ... are built upon ... ... that help to make you a person who is
much wiser ... much more caring and one that knows without any doubt of who you really are ...
and that is a child of God. A child of the energy of God from the Creative Source of All.
People do understand this ... and many do ... but there are many who do not understand this. So
it is not really for you to actually impart this information to them, unless of course they ask you
... or you see an opportunity to speak out.
Not too strongly, but just enough, so that perhaps it will capture their earth consciousness ...
which is within their brain and from there they can begin to realise that there is a consciousness
that exists within their body that is from the infinite. It is from their soul ... ... it is a soul story
that records all the lives that you have lived as an Earth Being in many races, in many countries
upon this Earth.
It is time for all people to begin to understand their relationship to Mother Earth. To honour
her, because she is giving you opportunity to travel within the Solar system, the Galaxy, and then
within the Universe ... and the multi-Universes ... ... it is unlimited. And so you must wonder,
"Where Soul goes, when you leave your physical body at the time of its retirement or its
death?".
You return to the World of Light and your life on Earth is reviewed from your blue-print that you
have traveled with in your life. From there you connect to your Soul Source and the Light
Being of who you really are. The Light Being also connects to Angelic Beings who have no abode
at all ... and from there you connect to God ... ... The Energy of All Creation. The Angelic Being
has no limitation.
You are able to be or not to be ... you can have physical form or you do not have a physical form
... it is not limited by the Light of Creation ... it can be from the hidden ... the dark of Creation ...
in other words ... it is what is seen and what is not seen. You can have an overview of all that
exists and who you really are.
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The energy from The Source is like a mother and a father to you because it guides you if you
allow it. You would find that there would be encouragement to look after Mother Earth and I call
her Mother Earth, because she is the one who nourishes you, cares for you, gives you a place to
be ... to experience the journey that you are making within this Solar System, Galaxy and
Universe.
For this reason it is very important that you do not misuse the Planet Earth, that is your Mother
while your are in an earth physical body ... or even when you are out of your physical body and
still in the next world, when you haven't quite moved on to the World of Light, all these beings
need assistance and I am sure you would give it, if you were asked.
Mother Earth is also asking for assistance ... for she is having holes dug in her that actually helps
to unbalance the flow of the interaction within the Solar System, The Galaxy and The Universe.
And when I say 'holes' if you think about the amount of mining that is done to the Planet you
would perhaps wonder if she can hold this balance within The Solar System ... and in The Galaxy
... and in the Universe.
I keep on repeating this because nothing is alone, everything is connected ... Everything is ONE
... I would like you to think about this ... I would like you to think about Mother Earth and
honour her ... and care for her in every small way that you can ... and give thanks to her for the
food that she is part of helping to nourish you ... whether it is flower ... or fauna ... they also are
traveling their journey upon The Mother.
Please, Please be grateful to the Mother and recognize the role that she plays to assist all
Earthlings upon this Earth ... to experience what they are experiencing upon the Earth. I have
said enough for today and I want to thank you very much for listening ...
I, God Bless you."
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